Pickwick Lake 3/20/2017
Water temp: 53-58
Clarity: 2-4’
Lake Level: 410.3
This weather has been crazy of late. The latest cold
front dropped the water temps roughly 8-10 degrees.
Prior to the recent cold front the week of March 13,2017,
we had fish up shallow and 60 degree water and they
were biting! The water temps are creeping back up now
and things are looking up. We had been catching a
mixed bag of Largemouth and Smallmouth with some
good 5lb+ fish in the bags. All the fish are amazingly
healthy. When a cold front like we had first of the month
rolls through, you have to slow down your presentations
and use slower moving baits and or reaction type baits.
o

TVA has started raising the lake to the full pool level of
414 by the middle of April. Providing the water stays on
a warming trend the fish should follow the rising water
up. During the cold spell I relied on a jig n”pig” for most
of our bites. I used various trailers until I found one they
liked. Rage Craws, KVD chunks, Rodents and
Gamehawgs. These are all Coffee scented plastics from
Strike King. They were paired with a 3/8 or 1/2oz
football or Structure jig from Strike King as well. Jig
colors green pumpkin or PBnJ (Peanut Butter and Jelly).
As far as the trailers go I used mostly versions of green
pumpkin. On sunny days I would use one that had some
flash or flake in it. Once the water gets into the 60 degree

range spinner baits, crankbaits and other faster moving
baits will catch them.
Crappie fishing is firing up here on Pickwick. Good
numbers and very few short fish are being caught. 1/81/32 oz jigs are being cast or jigged around cover or
structure. Trollers, those tightlining over brushpiles and
the folks casting towards structure are all catching their
share. The shallow fish have been mostly Black Crappie.
Not to be confused with the Black White Crappie. The
Black Crappie and White Crappie are similar in
appearance; The Black Crappie has 7-8 dorsal spines
whereas the White has 5-6. White Crappies will have
spots or splotches arranged in vertical bars whereas the
Black Crappie’s spots have no discernible pattern hence
the nickname “Calico”. Usually the Black Crappie will
have a little smaller mouth than the White. The White
will take on a darker color and look black when they
begin to move into shallow water during the spawn.
Please be respectful of the resource and others while
fishing because the lakes are getting crowded this time of
year. Also to quote a really famous local
fisherman/personality who might wear a UT hat
occasionally, “Keep what you can use and release the
rest”
Good luck!
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